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Lives In The Shadow With
Nothing says “summer” like digging for clams in Puget Sound, but finding a gaper clam often brings disappointment. Geoduck hunters, don’t despair — the humble gaper is a treasure in its own right.
The gaper clam lives in the shadows of giants
Living next to Dublin’s high-rise developments can be tough, with a lack of sunshine combining with almost constant noise and incessant dust . On Mayor Street in Dublin’s Dock ...
In the shadow of giants: Living next to Dublin’s high-rise developments
A play has been commissioned to mark the ongoing demolition of the iconic cooling towers at Ferrybridge Power Station.
Living life in the shadow of the Ferrybridge cooling towers
Get ready to do your “dark bidding on the internet” because the vampires from What We Do in the Shadows are parting with several occult oddities in the latest trailer for the show’s third season. In ...
‘What We Do In The Shadows’ Teases An eBay Sale In The Season 3 Trailer
The bright clutter of individual discoveries can overshadow some fascinating research, from necroplanetology to rogue planets to the intimacy of alphanumeric nomenclature.
Exoplanets in the Shadows
In 2014 filmmakers, Taika Waititi and Jemaine Clement wrote and directed "What We Do in the Shadows," a black comedy mockumentary that's a demonic blend of "Interview with the Vampire" and "This Is ...
What We Do In The Shadows Season 3 Teaser Puts The VR In Vampire
What We Do in the Shadows returns to FX for its third season in September and the cable network released a new teaser for the vampire comedy. The teaser sees Guillermo helping the four vampires he ...
What We Do in the Shadows Gets New Season 3 Teaser
The world has a neurotic obsession with Jakob Dylan’s parentage. When he walks into a bar or cafe, people will think nothing of saying to him: “I love your dad’s work.” ...
Jakob Dylan’s new songs a shelter from the storm of living in his dad's shadow
Vampires Plan a Yard Sale in Hilarious New Teaser for WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS Season 3 . Check out the latest trailer for WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS Season 3, returning to FX in September!
Vampires Plan a Yard Sale in Hilarious New Teaser for WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS Season 3
By the close of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, the two Slayers understand their essential duality. But in her first exile from Sunnydale’s Eden, Faith won’t go down without making some noise. Moving to Los ...
Understanding Astrology Through ‘Buffy The Vampire Slayer’ And ‘Angel’
Prince Charles unveiled a plaque for the monument at the National Memorial Arboretum in Staffordshire, which commemorates almost 5,000 police officers and staff who have died on duty.
Prince Charles speaks of his 'profound gratitude' paying tribute to those 'who have laid down their lives to keep us safe' as he unveils 12ft tall brass memorial of 'falling ...
Author Victor Hess Promotes His MG YA Literary Novel The Clock Tower Treasure Author Victor Hess is pleased to announce the promotion of his middle grade young adult literary novel The Clock Tower ...
Author Victor Hess Promotes His MG/YA Literary Novel - The Clock Tower Treasure
Plus, they share easy lighting ideas and updates you can make. Give extra attention to the rooms in your home that you find yourself in the most, whether that be the kitchen or your personal reading ...
Experts weigh in on easy ways older folks can lighten up the house
Prince Charles and Boris Johnson have unveiled a national memorial dedicated to police officers who "put their lives at risk to keep us safe".
Charles and PM unveil memorial to honour 'police who risk their lives to keep us safe'
The Detroit record label Motown produced more hits than The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Beach Boys, and Elvis Presley combined. And much of that success had to do with its ...
PICK: Standing in the Shadows of Motown
Kakegurui is filled with some of the most eccentric characters in an anime and manga series yet, many of which wrestling with enormous demons that drive them into harm’s way. But who are the best ...
The Best Characters In Kakegurui
Chronic pain. death threats, typecasting... The horror movie made its teen star's life hell - and now she's being snubbed from the sequel ...
‘It pushed me over the edge’: why The Exorcist made Linda Blair’s head spin
Fines ranging from $5,500 to $20,000 have been pushed by the NSW Labor Opposition for protesters planning a second anti-lockdown rally on the weekend.
NSW Labor has called for massive fines for planned anti-lockdown protests in Sydney
The ongoing spread of the COVID-19 Delta variant threatens to transform this year’s summer Olympics, which opened July 23, from an international sporting event into a global superspreader event.
The Olympics open in the shadow of mass death
As new cases surge to unprecedented heights, experts say the Games are drowning out public health messages telling residents Tokyo's residents to rein in their activities.
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